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A beacon is 
ancient optical communication.

beacon
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What is light?

Light is one region of "electromagnetic waves".

360nm 830nm

Visible light infrared rays 

1550nm

γrays X rays

wavelength.

Radio wave

1mm 1cm 1m
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obstruction obstruction

lightradio

What is the difference between 
the radio wave and the light?

detours.
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The feature of the light
Straightness

When it's the same substance, light goes straight.

Refractivity
Surface of separation different in the refractivity
light curves. air

glass

air
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The kind of optical transmission.
(1) Optical wireless communication (Straightness)

(2) Optical fiber (Refractivity)
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The feature of the optical communication

< Advantages>
(1) it's difficult to be tapped.
(2 )license free 
(3) High speed data transmission 

< Disadvantages >
(1) When there is an obstruction, it's impossible to be 

transmitted.
(2) Optic  axis is difficult to put together.
(3) It depends on the weather condition. ( rain, fog, 

snow and air)



Optical amplification

New system

9μm

light

Photoelectric exchange

light

metal wire metal wire

optical fiber optical fiber

Previous system

O/EE/O Speed limit :2Gbps

Speed limit 40Gbps
Depend on the rate of the 
optic fiber

Two systems of 
optical wireless transmission

Photoelectric exchange type FSO
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Data transfer unit

Ethernet support

Crane control system Stacker craneSOT ES/EQ series

Interface                       : 10base-T/100bace-t
Transmission distance : 80m ,100m,500m
Modulation method      : FSK

Serial / parallel
Interface                       : RS-232C,RS-422,Parallel
Communication speed : 38.4kbps max
Transmission distance : 70m,130m,250m
Modulation method      : FSK

SOT GS/NP series
AGV Body welding line

Specifications

Specifications
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Image transfer unit

Ethernet support

Street

Parking lot

US series

Interface                       : 10base-T, 100base-T
Transmission distance : 50m,100m,200m
Modulation method      : base band 

Image transfer unit

NTSC,PAL

Elevator

Interface                       : NTSC,PAL
Transmission distance : 70m,130m,250m
Modulation method      : FM

SOT AV series

Specifications

Specifications



FSO

Security cameras 

wirelight

light

to another FSO

to another FSO

Wireless transmission in the water (IP communication)

Possible to transmit a great deal of data of a picture
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Test image

LAN cable

Camera cable

Visible light 

Monitor   
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Why, blue LED?
A visible light  Infrared rays.

Wavelength



Developed new FSO
no photoelectric exchange type

Wireless Gigabit transmission in Space

Possible to transmit a great deal of data 

Optical fiber cable

FSO  FSO  

FSO  

Urban area
Depopulated part Mountainous region

Communication Speed 1G~10Gbps
*It depends on the rate of the optic fiber.
Communication Distance ~1
Wavelength 1550nm

at the place where fiber cable can't be rlaid
radio communication traffic cancellation and speeding are expected
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Why is light of the wavelength of the 1550nm used?

Wavelength 1550nm
The transmission factor of the atmosphere in 1 km of distance of the urban area
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2

FSO
History of FSO development

Waseda Univ.
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Optical amp.

Optical amp.

Basic function of FSO
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Detailed system schematic.
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Mechanism
(The 2nd pilot model)

econdary pilot model

Overall size  140 mm of length, 140 mm of width and 250 mm of depth (Scope is removed.)
Weight 2.5 kilogram



Demonstration
by an exhibition

IP camera

Ethernet Ethernet

Media converterMedia converter

Optic fiber Optic fiber

Wireless Japan 2017
May 24, 2017-the 26th

IP(Internet protocol )data communication



4K high-definition television image

CEATEC 2017
October 3, 2017-the 6th

4K image transmission 

Thank you for your attention


